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Abstract
This paper describes an educational digital signal processing algorithm
instruction developer (DSP-AID) which is designed to be interactive and is a
marriage of a general purpose microprocessor (MC68000) with a DSP processor
(TMS32020). The design architecture allows for the MC68000 to control the user
interface and the TMS32020to optimally perform the signal processingtasks. The
system is equipped with a frontend analog-to-digital converter and a backend
digital-to-analog converter for real-time digital signal processing. This system is
economical and has the potential for being a valuable educational tool for students
learning microprocessors and signal processing algorithm development at the
machine level. Targeted userc are design engineers,senior level undergraduatesand
first-year graduate students. This paper presents both system design description
and severalreal-time applicationexampleswith results.

a

I. Introduction
In recent years, the trend in signal processinghas been to complement or
replace analog systems with digital system implementations. Engineers are often
tasked with analyzing a system to find a means for improvement and are always
looking for the best approach to solve a given problem. From a system level
perspective,signal processinghas gained another tool for problem solving in the
form of economical digital signal processing(DSP). DSP techniques have been
around for several decades,but with the advent of DSP chips the implementation of
DSP techniques has been greatly simplified. The development of DSP system
components into integrated circuits has simplified the design and allowed for the
practical and real-time development of a DSP system for such applications as
filtering and spectral analysis. This paper, tutorial in nature, presents the design
and hardware implementation of a DSP Algorithm Instruction Developer (DSPAID) system which integrates two popular microprocessors,
namely the MC68000
and the TMS32020. In addition, sample applications with actual results are
presented.
In general,the input to a signal processingsystem is either analyzed for its
information content or is modified in some prescribed manner. In an analog signal
processingsystem (Figure la) the incoming analog signal is processeddirectly via
electronic circuitry. In a DSP system (Figure 1b) the incoming analog signal is
sampled, often uniformly, to generate a sequenceof discrete values, x(n).

The

sampledsignal is processednumerically,as in the caseof digital filters, which results
in an output sequence,V(n). If desired, the output sequence)y(n), can be
converted to an analog signal using an analog-to-digitalconverter. The advantages
of using a digital processingapproach are long term stability (i.e. no component
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value drift due to aging), easeof modifying the processingcharacteristicsand ability
to realizemore elaborateprocessingstructures.
Any analog signal processingsystem is a potential candidate for digital signal
processing,although a digital signal processingapproach is not the answer to every
signal processingproblem. A thorough understanding of the realistic expectations
of a DSP system is needed. Hardware costs are decreasingand DSP processor
performances are increasing. DSP requires software development whereas analog
signal processing does not. The software requirements of DSP demand a more
thorough analysis of the design prior to the start of hardware development. Design
flaws will thus be found earlier and remedied. Once the hardware is in place, DSP
applications become a software issue. That is, a different processingstructure will
require only a different set of processingcoefficientsor a different software program
to be run. A DSP system can be used to implement many different algorithms such
as digital filtering, fast Fourier transform (FFT) and waveform generation.
Many of the common processingalgorithms such as filtering can represented
in the form of a differenceequation [1-4].
A,T

N

y(n): E ata("-i) * D b.ir(n-i)
.'1
t-L

t-n

In the above equation, the y(n) representsthe output sequenceand x(n) represents
the input sequence. The terms a; and b; are constantsgoverningthe characteristics
of the processingalgorithm. If the coefficients a; ate zero, then the above equation
results in a finite imprrlseresponse(FIR) or nonrecursivefilter. On the other hand,
if any of the o; coefficientsare nonzero,then the equation is recursivewhich results
in an infinite impulse response(IIR) filter.
Note that the above equation is nothing more than a sequence of

multiplication and addition operations. DSP chips are particularly designed to
perform efficient multiplications and additions which is needed in many real-time
digital signal processingsystems. Further discussionof digital filters and other
processingsuch as waveform generation and spectral analysis are presented in the
applicationssection.
il.

Hardware

Implementation

A DSP system adds its own set of designissues. For instance,an ideal DSP
system assumesinfinite precision/resolutionwith respect to the sampledsignal, the
filter coefficients, and the multiplication operations. Analog-to-digital converters
are available with increasing bits of resolution but a 16-bit or greater ADC is far
from being infinite. Also, the registers for storing the coefficients and the resulting
products are of finite length, resulting in a truncation of the values. All of these
potential error issuesmust be analyzedto verify that the system (i.e. filter) remains
stable and operates within an acceptable range. Stability means that the output
will not oscillate and/or yield a saturated result. For example, the FIR filter is
always stable due to the lack of a feedback component, however, the IIR filter may
become unstable due to potential errors. The incurred expensefor stability of an
FIR filter is greater processingtime resulting from a longer filter structure (i.e.
more delay taps).
Any microprocessoris capableof implementing DSP algorithms. In general,
digital signal processingis computationally intensive. However, a general purpose
microprocessoris not very efficient in multiplication and accumulation (MAC)
operationswhich are at the heart of many DSP applications. The architecturesof
many DSP chips are optimized for single cycle multiplications. In filter
applications, efficient data movement is also necessary to achieve a high
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throughput. The unit presentedhere is a complete DSP system, with a front-end
analog-to-digital converter and a back-end digital-to-analog converter and can be
interfaced to any personal computer using an RS-232 port for host control. An
experimental set-up is shown in Figure 2. The DSP-AID is interactive and is a
marriage of a general purpose microprocessor(MC68000) with a general purpose
digital

signal processor (TMS32020) to

achieve an

economical algorithm

developmentsystem (seeFigure 3). The MC68000 facilitates set-up and algorithm
development and provides the mechanismfor user interaction l5l. The TMS32020
performs real-time processingtasks efficiently f6l.
This system will aid in the determination of the feasibility of a digital
approach over an analog approach. A side benefit of this design is the comparison
of processing powers of the two processors utilized.

This would be useful in

industry when a choice of processors must be made. This unit would serve
educationally in an advanced undergraduate or graduate lab course in digital signal
processing. Targeted applications for this unit are adaptive signal processing,
biomedical signal processing,speech processing,image processing,servo control,
automotive control, robotics.etc.
The functional blocks of the DSP-AID

system are:

(1) analog input, (2)

analog-to-digital converter, (3) numeric processor, '(4) digital-to-analog converter
and (5) analog output.

I. Analog Input
The analog input section consistsof an 8:1 analog multiplexer and an antialiasing filter. Any one of 8 analog inputs can be switched into the DSP-AID for
subsequentprocessing. An analog multiplexer is an economicalway to increase

signal processingcapabilities. The other alternative approach would be to add
multiple A/D converters which are more costly than analog multiplexers. One of
the inputs to the analog multiplexer could be from a -t2.5Y precision reference
which is very useful for calibrating the analog signal path from system input to
system output.

A second dedicated analog input could be the output from a

function generator integrated circuit.

Several manufacturers offer IC's which

generate sine, triangle and rectangular waveforms (e.g. XR2206 manufactured by
Exar Corporation)"
Anti-aliasing filters are generally recommended and provide signal buffering.
The front-end of any DSP system requires a relatively simple analog filter to
remove the higher unwanted componentsof the signal. Usually, a 2nd or 3rd order
active low-pass filter will suffice. DSP requires adherenceto the theory of discrete
time-sampled systems. A fundamental requirement is the Nyquist criteria which
states that no signal component can be greater than one-half the sampling
frequency. A frequency above the Nyquist frequency will

"alias"

itself back into a

lower frequency. For example, in a system with a sampling frequency of 1200 Hz,
the maximum allowedfrequencywhich can be theoreticallyreconstructedis 600 Hz.
A 1000 Hz frequency component will alias itself back and appear as a 2OOHz
component (see Figure 4). In a filter application, the anti-aliasingfilter may be
thought of as

"coarse

processing"and the resulting numeric calculationsas "fine

processing." The DSP-AID uses a 4th order Butterworth filter which is maximally
flat in the passband,has an insignificant phase distortion, and has a modest rolloff.
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2. Analog/Digital Converter
The analog-to-digitalconverter (ADC) has a conversiontime of 5ps which
provides a theoretical sampling rate up to 200 KHz.
accurate conversion requires a stable, non-changing input.

However, achieving a,n
This is because when

using a successiveapproximation converter (SAC) a conversion is tried and the
digital result is fed to a digital-to-analog converter and the resulting analog signal is
compared to the original analog signal. The process continues until a match is
within the ADC's resolution. This type of ADC requires a holding circuit that is
synchronizedto the ADC's sampling rate. The needed component is a Sampleand-Hold (S/H) circuit which is typically available as a single integrated circuit.
The resolution of the ADC used in this design is 12 bits. For an input range of 5
Volts, this unit yields a conversionresolution of 1.22 mVolts/bit.

Noise may be

produced as a result of quantification. The ADC should be buffered from the noisy
data bus as unwanted frequency components may be coupled into the ADC during
a conversion. The signal to noiseratio (SNR) for the conversionprocessis [2]:
SNR:6N

- I.24dB.

where N is the number of bits of the ADC. For the 12-bit ADC. the SNR is about
70d8.
Two important issueswhich should be consideredwhen using ADC's are: (1)
system power supply and (2) format of digital output from the converter. First,
switching power supplies typically have switching spikes which must be filtered.
Switchersgenerallyoperate in the range from 20 KHz to 200 KlIz and the switching
spikes may be 100 mVpp or higher. Second,since the digital data is to be used in
numerical calculations,a conversionshould be made to a two's complement value.
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This is necessary so that multiplication and addition carries E{, overflows are
handled appropriately. The DSP-AID uses an ADC with a straight binary output
and converts it into two's complement format via software.
The sampling clock allows for discretesampling rates from 38Hz to 2.5MHz.
Having software control of the sampling rate results in a useful and powerful
feature. Different signal inputs require different sampling rates. A side benefit is
the ability to shift a filter's cutoff frequenciessince the coefficients of a filter are
calculated using normalized cutoff frequencies. Adaptive filtering is thus far easier
to accomplishwith digital techniques.
3. Numeric

Processor

At the heart of a DSP system is the component which performs the number
crunching. The numeric processormust be able to multiply two numbers very fast
while maintaining a high degree of precision before truncating the result. The
numeric processor must

also be an efficient mover of data since many

multiplications and additions are required before producing each output value. The
processorsused in the DSP-AID are the MC68000 and the TMS32020. The
MC68000 is a general purpose microprocessorwith an open internal architecture
freeing it from being dedicated to any particular class of applications. The
TMS32020 on the other hand is a digital signal processor with an internal
architecture optimized for DSP applications. The two processorsare tightly
coupled by sharing a common memory. In the DSP-AID the user interface is
through the MC68000. A one-line assembler/disassembler
is resident for MC68000
code deveiopment. The MC68000 is the master processorand has its own local
memory. Memory for the TMS32020 is shared with the MC68000. It is through
the shared memory that code for the TMS32020 is entered.

'lhe

TMS32020 uses

- IU.

the DSP resourcesuntil supersededby the MC68000.

4, Digital/Analog Converter
In the DSP-AID the choiceof a suitable digital-to-analogconverter (DAC) is
dependent upon the accuracy of the numeric processor and usually has the same
resolution as the ADC.

In our system, the DAC has 12 bits of resolution. The

settling time of the DAC is of primary concern. It is recommendedthat the slew
rate of the DAC output be greater than 10 times the input signal bandwidth. Since
a finite amount of time is spent processingthe input signal a constant time delay is
present in the output. A constant time delay can be thought of as a linear phase
delay component to be added to the theoretically calculated phase delay component
of the processingalgorithm. This processingdelay may be altered by waiting until
the next input sample is taken and then output the signal. This will result is a
"unit-sample

delay" system wherein the delay is constant, regardless of the

processingtime. Lastly, the computed binary result must be converted from two's
complement to straight binary prior to conversion to analog form. This design
converts the 2's complement format into straight binary via software.

5. Analog Output
In the DSP-AID the analogoutput may come from one of three sources:(1)
directly from the DAC, (2) from the smoothingfilter or (a) from the audio amplifier
with or without smoothing. The basic motive for the smoothing filter is to remove
the

"staircase"

effect associated with a DAC.

A 4th order low pass filter was

chosenfor the smoothingfilter and is similar to the anti-aliasingfilter.
An audio amplifier is available for applications involving digital signal
processingof speechsignals. Also, it can be used to produce sounds created by a
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DSP tone generator. A DSP tone generatoris a differenceequation for a sinusoidal
wave. A DSP tone generatorcan be designedusing the samplerate clock set within
the audio range of ZQHzto 2OKHz and applying sampled data system concepts.

III. Procedural Operationsof the DSP-AID
To execute an algorithm the compiled object code for the TMS32020 is
resident on a host computer. The TMS32O2Ois put into an inactive standby state.
The MC68000 accomplishesthis by assertingthe TMS32020 HOLD input. The
MC68000 downloads the code from the host computer (such as a personal
computer) to the shared memory using the resident monitor [5]. Upon completion
of the download process the TMS32020 is given a reset so that it will start
executing the new code from the beginning 16]. The MC68000 then releasesthe
TMS32020 into the active mode. The TMS32020 will then be executing the new
application algorithm.
A DSP resource manager allocates control of the DSP resourcesto the
processors.Only one processorat a time may accessthe DSP resources. Although
this design is intended to evaluate processingspeeds,it is possibleto allow both
processorsto be executingindependentalgorithmssimultaneously.
The arbitration switch directs address, data and control lines from the
selectedprocessorto the DSP resources. The MC68000 is the system master and
may request resource control by accessingthe memory mapped arbitration switch.
The TMS32O20 is put into an inactive standby mode by writing an appropriate
value to the switch. Upon acknowiedgingthat the TMS32020 has releasedcontrol
of the DSP resourcesthe arbitration switch allow the MC68000 accessto the DSP
resources.The MC68000 returns control of the DSP resourcesto the TMS32O2Obv
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writing the valid

"release
resource"data value to the switch.

ry. Applications
In this section, we present several classical examples of DSP applications
such as digital filtering, waveform generation and spectral analysis.

IIR Low-passFilter
In many applications, filters may be needed to suppress unwanted signals.
With DSP-AID system, the filtering processcan be easily implemented digitally.
These methods are IIR and FIR digital filter designsas were describedbriefly in the
introduction. IIR filter design is based on choosing an analog filter as a desired
prototype. Then, we apply the bilinear transformation technique to this analog
transfer function in order to achieve the digital counterpart [1- ]. The example
presented here is a two-stage cascadedfourth order Chebyshev low-passfilter with a
10 KHz sampling frequency and a 3 KHz bandwidth. The transfer function of the
digital IIR filter for each stage is given by
t

\. blrtr-k
lr-.'

H;(z) :
-

2

L* \

i:L,2
_t

ap;z

L - 1

where ak; and b6 are filter coefficients. Then, the cascaded transfer function
becomes

H(z): HrQ)Hr(t)'
The block diagram of this filter is shown in Figure 5, an<l,the coefficientsof
this filter are presentedin Table 1. Note that these coefficientsare generatedusing
the bilinear transformation method. The magnitude and phase frequency response
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of this IIR low-passfiiter are shown in Figure 6. This figure shows0.5 dB ripple in
the passbandand nonlinear phase responsewhich can causesome distortion in the
output signal.
In general,when designingan IIR filter, we can specify exact ripple level for
the passband,stopband and the attenuation rate. Better performancecan always
be obtained using higher order IIR filters, however, there would be greater phase
distortion associatedwith the high order filters. One potential problem with IIR
filter is that errors resulting from truncating coefficients and calculated values due
to the finite resolutionof the processormay drive the filter into an unstablestate.
The above filter has been implemented on the DSP-AID system and the
real-time performance is shown in Figure 7. The input signal is a chirp sinusoidal
function with a frequency sweeping from 1 KHz to 5 KHz as shown in the upper
trace. The output signal, shown in the lower trace, has a cutoff frequency at about
3 KHz as expected. l{otice that the minor variations of the amplitude in the
output signal is due to the ripple existing in the passbandof Chebyshev IIR filter.

FIR Low-passFilter
FIR filter is designedusing a truncated Fourier seriesapproximation of the
ideal frequency responseof the filter l1-4]. To compensatefor the effect of the
truncation of the Fourier series,sometimes,a window function is applied, which
overcomesthe Gibbs phenomenon. The example presentedhere is an 80-tap lowpassdigital FIR filter with 10 KHz samplingfrequencyand 3 KHz bandwidth. The
transfer function is given by
2II
\

t l \ z ) : D a i z
i:0

- t

L4-

where 2M is the number of delay taps and the terms ai are the filter coefficients.
The block diagram of this filter is shown in Figure 8. It is important to point out
that due to lack of a feedback path in the diagram more coefficients are needed to
achieve a satisfactory attenuation rate in the transition band. Note that the FIR
filter is always stable and can be designed to have a linear phase responsein the
frequency domain, which is equivalent to a constant delay in the time domain.
Coefficients in this low-pass filter are generated by using a Fourier series
method and then modified by a Hanning window function. The coefficients are
calculatedusing the following equation:

c^:

, (
)
sin 0'6rnn
.or(-{)
*
* lt
|
'
4
0
'
l
2 l
m i r
\

ai:

Ci-+o

-4o1m140 m is an integer

1

for

i :0,1,2,...,80

Since coefficients are symmetrical, only half of them are presented in Table 2.
Interested readers can find more information about this subject in many digital
signal processingbooks [e.g.,see 1-4]. The magnitude and phasefrequencyresponse
of this FIR filter are shown in Figure 9. Contrary to the IIR filter, the FIR filter
showslinear phaseresponsewhich implies no phasedistortion in the output signal.
The real-time input and output signals of this FIR filter are shown in Figure
10. The input is a chirp sinusoidalsignal shown in the upper trace ranging from 1
KHz to 5 KHz. In the lower trace, the output signal is cut off at 3 KHz. Note that
the gradual attenuation of the output amplitude in the passband is due to the
characteristics of the output low-pass reconstruction filter.

In general, better

performance can be obtained by increasing the number of delay taps of the filter,
however, this will result in higher computation time which, in turn, limits the
sampling rate. In other words, this would lower the frequency limit on the
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applicableinput signal.

'Waveform

Generation

In many applications, certain special waveforms are required that cannot be
generated easily using available instrumentation.
function

Furthermore, many conventional

generators can only provide several common waveforms such as sine,

cosine, triangle and square waves. Therefore, if system flexibility and versatility are
the concerns of the user, the DSP-AID may be the alternative choice serving as a
waveform generator.
the

IIR

filter.

coefficients.

Waveform generation uses the same processing algorithm as

Hence, one can generate different

The Z-transform

waveforms

using different

of the desired waveform can be used to obtain a

difference equation in which its impulse response is the waveforrn of interest.

The example presented here is a sine function

generator.

The difference

equation is given by

v ( n ) : a 1 v @ - r ) * a 2 v ( n - z ) + b 1r ( n - L )
a t : 2 co s(zn ffl ),

a2 : - L,

6r : sin( 2lTflf,)

where f is the frequency of the sine function and /, representsthe sampling rate.
In this example, we chosef :

1 KHz and /, : 40000samples/second.The

real-time output of this sine function generator (i.e., the impulse responseof the
above difference equation) is shown in Figure 11. This output signal is a sine
function with

1 KHz

frequency as designed. Since an audio amplifier is

implemented in the DSP-AID system, if this output signal is used to feed in this
audio amplifier, a constant tone can be generatedfor other applications.
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Spectrum Analyzer
Often engineers are confronted with evaluating the frequency contents of
signals. The DSP-AID system presented here has the capability of being
programmed as a spectrum analyzer. This spectrum analyzer is implemented by
using 64-point Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the sampled input signals.
The sampling frequency used here is 10 KHz, resulting in the frequency resolution
of L56.25Hz. Note that, the frequency resolution is determined by the ratio of the
sampling frequency over the number of samples. Since the amplitude spectrum is
always symmetrical for real function, we need only to show half of the spectrum, in
this case,32 frequency components. The DFT of a sequencex(n) of N samplesis
given by
I/-1

X(k):

E r ( n ) lror(znt n/l/) -rsin(2r knI N) )l.'
n:0

o<a<r/-r.ry':64.

The followinp steps are taken to implement the spectrum analyzer based on
the above equation:

Step 1 - Set up a lookup table of precalculatedcosine& sine values.
Step 2 - Capture 64 points input samplesusing Analog/Digital converter.
Step 3 - Apply DFT algorithm to calculatethe first 32-point power spectrum,
lX(fr) 12,and store them in memory.
Step 4 - Display the 32-point power spectrum.
Step 5 - Repeat from Step 2.
The spectrum analyzer was evaluated using a sine and a square wave

1n

function with the same frequency of 937.5 Hz, and the results are presented in
Figure 12 and Figure 13. The results shown in Figure 12 confirm that the Fourier
transform of this sine function is an impulse function at a frequency of 937.5 Hz.
Further, the Fourier transform of the squarewave shown in Figure 13 has only odd
harmonics. The fundamental, third and fifth harmonics are displayed at g37.5 Hz,
2872.5Hz and 4687.5Hz. The power of the third harmonic is 119 of the power of
the fundamental frequency,and this can be verified from Figure 13. The power of
the fifth harmonic is ll25 of the power of the fundamental frequency, which also
can be verified from the samefigure.

V. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented an economical system (DSP-AID) for
developing DSP algorithms, which is also suitable for use as an educational tool.
This interactive and versatile system can be interfaced to any personal computer
and is designedfor implementing and learning digital signal processingsystem at
the machine level. The utilization of two popular processors,namely the MC68000
and the TMS32020,yields a system rich in flexibility and processingpower. In this
paper several applications have been presented along with real-time processing
results. The easeof use of the DSP-AID for educationalpurposesallows the user to
test and evaluate several algorithms within a 3-4 hour lab session. Targeted
application areas for this unit are adaptive signal processing,biomedical signal
processing,speech processing,image processing,servo control, automotive control
and robotics.
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Figure 1. Real-time signal processingblock diagrams:(a) analog (b) digital.
Figure 2. Experimental lab set-up showingthe DSP-AID, host computer, function
generatorand oscilloscope.
Figure 3. Functional block diagram of the DSP-AID.
Figure 4. Frequency aliasingdue to improper sampling.
Figure 5. Block diagram of a two-stagecascadedfourth order IIR filter.
Figure 6. Frequencyresponseof a two-stagecascadedfourth order low-passIIR
filter: (a) magnitude responseand (b) phaseresponse.
Figure 7. Real-time input and output signalsof a two-stagecascadedfourth
order low-oassIIR filter.
Figure 8. Block diagram of an 80 delay taps FIR filter.
Figure 9. Frequencyresponseof an 80 taps delay low-passFIR. filter: (a)
magnitude responseand (b) phaseresponse.
Figure 10. Real-time input and output signalsof an 80 delay taps low-passFIR
filter.
Figure 11. A sine function with 1 KHz frequencygeneratedby DSP-AID system.
Figure 12. Power spectrum of a sine function.
Figure 13. Power spectrum of a squarefunction.
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Figure 5. Block diagrrm of a twostage cascadedfourth order IIR filter.
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Figure 6. Frequency responseof a twestage cascadedfourth order low-passIIR
filter: (a) magnituderesponseand (b) phaseresponse'

Figure 7. Real-time input and output signaisof a twestage cascadedfourth
order low-passIIR fiiter.

Figure8. Block diagramof an 80 delaytaps FIR filter.
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of an 80 taps delaylow-passFIR fiiter: (a)
Figure9. Frequencyresponse
and (b) phaseresponse.
magnituderesponse

Figure 10. Real-time input and output signalsof an g0 delay taps
low-passFIR
filter.

Figure 11. A sinefunction with 1 KHz frequencygeneratedby DSP-AID system.

Figure 10. Real-time input and output signalsof an g0 delay taps low-passFIR
fiiter.

Figure 12. Powerspectrumof a sinefunction.
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Figure13. Powerspectrumof a squarefunction'

